
The Daily Paper Prompt is a series of 61 prompts.   

DPP #1: Paint a Rainbow 

DPP #2: Windows 

DPP #3: Drips 

DPP #4: Flowers 

DPP #5: Linear 

DPP #6: Certification 

DPP #7: Leftovers 

DPP #8: Faded 

DPP #9: Games 

DPP #10: Stitch Paper 

DPP #11: Ogee Pattern 

DPP #12: Round 

DPP #13: Grid 

DPP #14: Saturated Color  

DPP #15: Words 

DPP #16: Dictionary Love  

DPP #17: Chandelier 

DPP #18: Create an Art Travel Kit 

DPP #19: Mail Art 

DPP #20: The Blues 

DPP #21: Stamp a Mandala 

DPP #22: Mapping 

DPP #23: Draw a Mandala 

DPP #24: The Simple Plastic Card 

DPP #25: Create Art Elsewhere 

DPP #26: Artist Trading Cards 

DPP #27: Slow Journaling 

DPP #28: Nature Journaling 

DPP #29: Swirly Writing 

DPP #30: Creative Reading 

DPP #31: Finishing 

DPP #32: Invent-a-Font 

DPP #33: Art Material Color Palettes 

DPP #34: Puzzled 

DPP #35: Markers, Pens & Pencils 

DPP #36: Messing Around with Paint  

DPP #37: Block Letters 

DPP #38: Color Grid  

DPP #39: Paint Lines 

DPP #40: Create a List 

DPP #41: Scraping Paint 

DPP #42: Hand-Lettering  

DPP #43: Brainstorm! 

DPP #44: Leaf Prints 

DPP #45: The Sun 

DPP #46: Stapled Collage  

DPP #47: Stamping Circles 

DPP #48: Ransom Note 

DPP #49: Vogue 

DPP #50: Negative Space  

DPP #51: Borders  

DPP #52: White Page 

DPP #53: Triangles  

DPP #54: Organize Ephemera 

DPP #55: Patterns on a Grid  

DPP #56: Torn Paper Collage 

DPP #57: One Word Journal Page 

DPP #58: Hand-Carved Stamps  

DPP #59: Altered Maps 

DPP #60: Monochromatic Collage 

DPP #61: Create to the Rhythm of Music 

DPP #bonus: Haiku 

Emotions and Actions 

Beauty 

Passion 

Adventure 

Knowledge 

Wisdom 

Peace 

Rain 

Solace 

Forgiveness 

Mercy 

Grace 

Solitude 

Gift 

Secrets 

Search 

Confusion 

Distress 

Fear 

Struggle 

Silence 

Shadows 

Heart 

Hope 

Drift 

Dream 

Distant 



Perspective 

Play 

Freedom 

 

CONTRADICTIONS 

Light / Dark 

Large / Small 

Rain / Sunshine 

Cold / Hot 

United / Divided 

Slavery / Freedom 

Rough / Smooth 

Courage / Cowardice 

Blockage / Opening 

Birth / Death 

Lost / Found 

Old / New 

Happy / Sad 

Silence / Noise 

Strength / Weakness 

Safe / Dangerous 

Positive / Negative 

Unity/Diversity 

 

Word Associations and Symbolism 

Tree - Life 

Bloom - Beginning 

Rain - Cleansing 

Open Door - Opportunity 

Storms - Suffering or Hardships 

Sunsets - Closure 

Darkness - Life Struggles 

Light - Truth and Knowledge 

 

Quotes and Cliches 

 

 Fear makes the wolf bigger than he is. 

~German Proverb 

 Fine feathers don't make fine birds. ~Aesop 

 Seize the day.   

 Sing away sorrow, cast away care. ~Miguel 

de Cervantes 

 Stick to your guns.  

 We boil at different degrees. ~Ralph Waldo 

Emerson 

 What goes up must come down.   

 What's good (sauce) for the goose is good 

(sauce) for the gander. ~John Ray 

 Help Somebody Today 

 Fill your paper with the breathings of your 

heart – William Wordsworth. 

 Be strong and courageous.  Joshua 1:9 

 I will do my best to be courageous and 

strong.  Girl Scout Law – any part of GS law 

 sky above me earth below me fire within me 

 work your grief up into art and it is gone 

 If you have a garden and a library you have 

everything you need.  Marcus Tullius Cicero 

 never give up on something you can't go a 

day without thinking about 

 at first glance it may appear too hard.  

always look again 

 doubt kills more dreams than failure ever 

will 

 there is no force equal to that of a 

determined woman 

 what susy says of sally says more of susy 

than of sally 

 it is the mark of an educated mind to be able 

to entertain a thought without accepting it 

 she turned her can'ts into cans and her 

dreams into plans 

 she believed she could so she did 

 be kind because everyone you meet is 

fighting a hard battle 

 happiness is when what you think and say, 

and what you do, are in harmony 

 not until we are lost do we begin to find 

ourselves 

 there is no charm to equal tenderness of 

heart 

 if you're lucky enough to be different, don't 

ever change 

 one girl can make a difference, girls together 

can change the world 

 travel is the only thing you buy that can 

make you richer 

 not all who wander are lost 



Useful links: 

http://www.pinterest.com/greenelysium/art-journals/ 

http://www.pinterest.com/greenelysium/slogans-to-paint/ 

http://artjournalist.com/one-word-art-journal-prompts/ 

http://artjournalist.com/list-love/ 

http://artjournalist.com/art-journal-prompts-for-music-lovers/ 

http://artjournalist.com/summer-art-journaling-prompts/ 

How to make an art journal from recycled cereal type boxes: 

http://www.pinterest.com/pin/424816177324643268/ 

My Art Journal 

http://artjournalist.com/ 

http://www.creativedreamincubator.com/art-journal-class/ 

stampington.com/ 

http://stampington.com/Girls-Who-Read-Art-Journal-Project 

artjournalingmagazine.com 

http://vault.sierraclub.org/education/nature_journal.asp 

http://daisyyellow.squarespace.com/vividlife/category/kick-start-prompts?currentPage=3 

http://balzerdesigns.typepad.com/balzer_designs/ 

Smash books: 

http://peonyblue.com/2012/06/09/getting-smashed-with-the-artist/ 

http://www.peonyandparakeet.com/finishing-an-art-journal/ 

http://www.lilblueboo.com/2012/10/hot-glue-stencils.html#more-27361 

http://artbyerinleigh.blogspot.com/2012/09/31-days-of-scripture-art-journaling-day.html 

bumblebutton.blogspot.com    (free graphics to download) 

Nature Journaling: 

http://www.smithsonianeducation.org/educators/lesson_plans/journals/ 
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